Understanding the real time dynamics of quantum systems without quasiparticles constitutes an important yet challenging problem. We study the superfluid-insulator quantum-critical point of bosons on a two-dimensional lattice, a system whose excitations cannot be described in a quasiparticle basis. We present detailed quantum Monte Carlo results for two separate lattice realizations: their low-frequency conductivities are found to have the same universal dependence on imaginary frequency and temperature. We then use the structure of the real time dynamics of conformal field theories described by the holographic gauge/gravity duality to make progress on the difficult problem of analytically continuing the Monte Carlo data to real time. Our method yields quantitative and experimentally testable results on the frequency-dependent conductivity near the quantum critical point, and on the spectrum of quasinormal modes in the vicinity of the superfluid-insulator quantum phase transition. Extensions to other observables and universality classes are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quasiparticle concept is the foundation of our understanding of the dynamics of many-body quantum systems. It originated in metallic Fermi liquids with electron-like quasiparticles; but it is also useful in more exotic states, such as the fractional quantum Hall states and one-dimensional Luttinger liquids, which have quasiparticle excitations not simply related to the electron. However, modern materials abound in systems to which the quasiparticle picture does not apply, 1 and developing their theoretical description remains one the most important challenges in condensed matter physics. Here we develop a quantitative description of the transport properties of a system without quasiparticles by combining high precision quantum Monte Carlo with recent results from string theory.
We focus on the simplest system without a quasiparticle description: the quantum-critical region of the quantum phase transition between the superfluid and insulator in the Bose-Hubbard model (BHM) in two spatial dimensions (see Fig. 1(a) ). This quantum critical point (QCP) has special emergent symmetries at low energies, Lorentz and scale invariance, and the quantum critical dynamics is described by a conformal field theory (CFT). We will look at lattice models closely related to the BHM which are more amenable to quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) studies: the quantum rotor and the Villain models. 2, 3 This QCP is also of great interest because of its recent experimental realization in systems of ultra-cold atoms loaded in optical lattices.
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Our studies are performed in an "imaginary" quantum time necessary for efficient simulations. We obtain high-precision results for thermodynamic observables and for the conductivity along the imaginary frequency axis at the quantum-critical coupling. The results for the conductivity, in units of the quantum of conductance σ Q = (e * ) 2 /h (for carriers of charge e * ), appear in Fig. 1 (b), and these are much more precise than earlier studies.
7 They now convincingly demonstrate that the conductivity, σ, has a non-trivial and universal dependence on ω/k B T , 8 where T is the absolute temperature. Furthermore, the results for the two different lattice realizations agree well with each other, confirming that they are both computing the universal properties of the CFT describing the superfluid-insulator transition. Complementary results along the T = 0 axis appeared recently in Ref. 9 .
For experimental comparison, we need predictions in real time, and so cannot use the results from Fig. 1(b) directly. Without additional physical input, the analytic continuation from imaginary to real frequencies represents an ill-posed problem in which minute errors are invariably magnified by the continuation. We argue here that powerful physical input can be obtained from a tool that has recently emerged out of string theory, the AdS/CFT or holographic correspondence.
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It allows the study of correlated CFTs (and deformations thereof) without relying on weakly interacting quasiparticles by postulating the duality between specific CFTs/string theories. Of special interest is the fact that one can tune the parameters of the CFT such that it remains correlated while, simultaneously, the string theory description reduces to classical gravity on Anti de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, in one higher spatial dimension. One can thus use well-understood general relativity tools to study non-trivial quantum field theories. We will show how such methods allow us to perform the analytic continuation, and yield much information that is potentially experimentally testable: on the frequency-dependent conductivity and beyond, and on the positions of poles of response functions in the lower-half of the complex frequency plane, which we have identified as "quasinormal modes". and temperature T at integer filling of the bosons. The conformal QCP at T = 0 is indicated by a blue disk. (b) Quantum Monte Carlo data for the frequency-dependent conductivity, σ, near the QCP along the imaginary frequency axis, for both the quantum rotor and Villain models. The data has been extrapolated to the thermodynamic limit and zero temperature. The error bars are statistical, and do not include systematic errors arising from the assumed forms of the fitting functions, which we estimate to be 5-10%. 
II. SIMULATING BOSE-HUBBARD QUANTUM CRITICALITY
The extensively studied BHM realizes in a transparent fashion the superfluid-insulator transition of interest to us; it is defined by the Hamiltonian:
where b † i is the creation operator for a boson at site i and n i = b † i b i measures the occupation number. Tuning t/U at commensurate filling results in a continuous quantum phase transition from a Mott insulator to a superfluid, as shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 1(a) . The intervening conformal QCP is characterized by a U(1) conserved charge and belongs to the so-called (2+1)D XY critical universality class. This is the simplest non-trivial CFT in two dimensions with a continuous symmetry, and it describes a wide range of critical systems. It is strongly correlated so that many of its basic finite-temperature properties remain unknown.
We performed QMC simulations at µ = 0, corresponding to integer filling, on a quantum rotor model, and its Villain version; 3,14 these are closely related to the BHM and have been shown to have QCPs in the same universality class for µ = 0. The details of the simulations are discussed in the Methods section. First, we have determined the temperature scaling of various thermodynamic quantities in the quantum critical regime, such as the compressibility (charge susceptibility), χ, and heat capacity, c V , and have confirmed the CFT predictions:
where A χ = 0.339(5) for the Villain model, for which the velocity of "light", c, is known. This result is close to the large-N field theory estimate of 0.24. 15 In the case of the quantum rotor model, c is not known and so a meaningful quantity to give is the dimensionless ratio
which we found to be 6.2(1), in excellent agreement with the field theory estimate of 6.14.
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Combining this with the value of A χ for the Villain model, we find A c V = 2.1, which lies close to a recent non-perturbative RG result, 16 1.8; the field theory estimate 15 is 1.5. Exploiting the universality of Eq. (2) it is now possible to estimate c for the quantum rotor model. In the simulations = 1 as well as the lattice spacing a = 1; in that case c has dimensions of energy and it is then natural to estimate c/U . By calculating βχU 2 = A χ /(c/U ) 2 = 3.87(3) for the quantum rotor model combined with the previous result for A χ obtained from the Villain model we then find at the critical point c/U = 0.29 (1) in complete accordance with a spin-wave estimate yielding c/U = t/(2U ) = 0.295 at the QCP. To our knowledge, our simulations are the first to determine these universal coefficients.
We now turn to the main result, namely the imaginary-frequency conductivity in the quantum critical regime, Fig. 1(b) . It was obtained by first extrapolating the finite-size data to the r 0 r 1 0
CFT
Black hole
Holographic spacetime, which is asymptotically AdS and contains a planar black hole. The current operator of the CFT, J µ , is holographically dual to a gauge field, A µ , in the higher-dimensional bulk. The temperature associated with the horizon of the black hole is equal to the temperature of the CFT.
thermodynamic limit, which was facilitated by the fact that much larger system system sizes were used than previously. Second, we extrapolated to zero temperature to obtain the universal scaling dependence, the latter procedure being shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Both models, although distinct at the lattice level, show the same conductivity confirming the universality of our results. As has been mentioned in the introduction, in order to get the observable real-time conductivity one needs to perform a difficult analytic continuation. Our main claim is that holography can be of practical help in this, and below we describe the crux of the method.
III. A HAND FROM STRING THEORY
We first briefly summarize the holographic computation of σ(ω/T ); we refer the reader to number of reviews on AdS/CFT aimed towards condensed matter applications, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and a brief discussion in the Supplement. The key ingredient in the calculation is that a current operator in the CFT, J µ (t, x, y), maps to a dynamical gauge field in the higher dimensional gravitational theory, A µ (t, x, y; r), where r is the coordinate along the extra dimension, see Fig. 3 . The spacetime in which the gauge field evolves is described by the metric:
where f (r) = 1 − r 3 0 /r 3 , and L is the radius of AdS 4 . It asymptotically tends to AdS 4 as r → ∞, and contains a black hole whose event horizon is located at r = r 0 . The latter allows for a finite temperature in the boundary CFT, which is in fact determined by the position of the horizon, r 0 = T (4πL 2 /3). Heuristically, the Hawking radiation emanating from the black hole escapes to r = ∞ and "heats up" the boundary, where the CFT exists. The behavior of the gauge field is determined by extremizing the action:
22,23
where
A a is the field strength (roman indices run over t, x, y and r) while g 4 is the bulk gauge coupling, which determines the T = 0 conductivity of the CFT:
C abcd is the Weyl tensor, i.e. the traceless part of the Riemann curvature tensor, and γ a dimensionless coupling. The conductivity is obtained by solving the modified Maxwell equation associated with Eq. (4) for Fourier modes with frequency ω. (The spatial momentum is set to zero.) We finally use the AdS/CFT relation to obtain the conductivity:
When γ = 0, the conductivity corresponds to that of a supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU(N c ) in the large-N c limit. 24 In that special limit, the conductivity is frequency independent, σ(ω/T ) = 1/g 2 4 , due to an emergent electric-magnetic self-duality in the gravitational description. 25 The γ term in Eq. (4) breaks this self-duality, allowing one to probe a wider spectrum of conductivities. 23 When γ > 0 (< 0) the conductivity has a peak (dip) near zero frequency, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), thus resembling the conductivity arising from a particle (vortex) description of the response. We refer to these two types of responses as particle-and vortex-like, respectively. It is not a priori clear which of those two types arises in the QCP of the BHM. Below, we settle this question with the help of holography.
A. Holographic continuation
We now describe the analytic continuation procedure used to extract the observable conductivity. It is important that the continuation be done on the universal QMC data, resulting from extrapolations to both the thermodynamic and zero-temperature limits in order to avoid contaminating the final result with non-universal dependence. Our numerical analysis is the first to adhere to this prescription, originally put forward in Ref. 8 . Given the imaginary time data, one usually attempts an analytic continuation to real frequencies using standard procedures, for instance via maximum entropy methods or Padé approximants. 26 However, all known continuation procedures are uncontrolled, and in the absence of physical input, partly rely on chance. We argue that the conductivity computed using holography can be used to perform the continuation in a simple and transparent manner, and this provides physical insights that cannot be obtained using any other method.
The idea behind the "holographic continuation" is to fit the QMC data to the holographic conductivity, evaluated at imaginary frequencies, while allowing for a rescaling of the frequency axis (on which we comment below). The best fit, shown in Fig. 4 (a) in green, is excellent and corresponds to γ = 0.08, the same parameter appearing in Eq. (4). It is interesting to note that this value lies within the allowed range obtained in holography, |γ| ≤ 1/12 ≈ 0.083. We also determine σ(∞)/σ Q = 0.36, which is in excellent agreement with field theory estimates 27,28 and Monte Carlo simulations. 7, 9, 27 The positivity of γ provides strong evidence for particle-like response at the superfluid-insulator QCP. We can indeed evaluate the fitted holographic conductivity at real frequencies, trivially realizing the analytic continuation, see Fig. 4(b) , and the final result is the solid line in Fig. 4(c) . In contrast, the analogous vortex-like conductivity is ruled out by the data: we plot the conductivity corresponding to γ = −0.08 along the imaginary axis in Fig. 4 (a) with a red dashed line. Its concave shape is clearly at odds with our simulations. We claim that the observed convex behavior of σ along the imaginary frequency axis leads to a particle-like response, even when analyzed in the presence of higher order derivative terms in the holographic action. This statement partly relies on the observation that this behavior follows from the presence of a pole at ω ∝ −iT when γ > 0 (see next subsection). This pole will generally dominate the small frequency response as it lies closest to the origin; it leads to a peak at small and real ω/T . We emphasize that it is perturbatively stable to higher order derivative corrections. A more systematic discussion of these is beyond the scope of the current paper.
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A new ingredient is the need to rescale ω/T by α = 0.35. This parameter does not appear naturally in the holographic procedure described above, and might inform us about the differences between "small-N " CFTs and those with simple AdS duals. Notwithstanding, such a rescaling of the holographic form is benign in that it does not alter the essential properties of σ, such as the asymptotics, pole/zero structure, or sum rules 12, 30 (see below). So we can view our analytic continuation as a best fit of the imaginary frequency data to the positions of the poles and zeros of the conductivity in lower-half of the complex plane, while maintaining their relative positions in the gravity theory.
There are numerous non-trivial merits of the holographic continuation method. For example, the resulting conductivity obeys a sum rule:
, that was derived using AdS/CFT but which was conjectured 12 to hold in generic CFTs. It was in fact shown to hold 12 at the conformal QCP of the quantum O(N ) rotor model (a large-N extension of the one simulated here) in the N = ∞ limit, and for free Dirac fermions. Another interesting point arises from the fact γ fixes the entire current auto-correlation function, J µ J ν ∼ C µν (ω, k). Thus, extracting γ from the fit, we can predict the momentum dependence 13, 25 of the charge and current response using the conductivity data alone. Other continuation procedures naturally do not give access to such information. These predictions will be tested in further work.
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B. Fingerprint of excitations
The holographic continuation procedure in addition gives access to the excitation spectrum of the QCP at finite temperature. The holographic conductivity has poles and zeros occurring at complex frequencies, 12 specifically in the lower half-plane Im ω ≤ 0, as required by causality.
These are the quasinormal modes (QNMs) and can be interpreted as substitutes of quasiparticles in a strongly correlated setting. Interestingly, on the gravitational side of the AdS/CFT duality these correspond to damped eigenmodes of the black hole.
11 From the holographic fit to the QMC data, we can identify the QNMs of σ, the first three of which are shown in Fig. 4(b) . One of them is particularly important: it is located directly on the imaginary axis closest to ω = 0, and was called 12 the D-QNM due to its damped nature (no real part) and formal relation to the study of graphene in the presence of Coulomb interaction. 33 It allows a sharp distinction between particle-and vortex-like responses: in the former case the D-QNM is a pole while in the latter it is zero. In addition to that pole, the spectrum contains two infinite branches of QNMs composed of alternating poles and zeros. Insights into the QNM spectrum help to understand why Padé approximants are ill-suited for the analytic continuation. In the latter, one matches the power series for the imaginary frequency conductivity data to that of a rational function of ω: P m (ω)/Q n (ω), where P m , Q n are polynomials with undetermined coefficients of order m, n, respectively. Since the number of data points is small, one is limited to relatively small m, n. The m, n zeros of P m , Q n , respectively, can be seen as crude approximations to the QNMs described above. A major problem with such an approach is that we expect σ to have an infinite number of QNMs, as suggested by the holographic analysis, making it impossible for the Padé approximant to capture the entire ω-dependence. Further, the Padé approximant will generically have spurious poles/zeros, sometimes even in the upper halfplane Im ω > 0, violating the causality requirement, and generally the sum rule. In contrast, the holographic conductivity avoids such problems, allowing one to tune an infinite sequence of physically motivated QNMs using a small number of parameters.
Before closing, we note an interesting feature of transport in two dimensions: arguments from hydrodynamics applied to the classical regime ω T of the CFT, show that thermal fluctuations lead to a weak and universal logarithmic divergence of the conductivity σ(ω/T ) ∼ ln(T /|ω|), such that the d.c. conductivity is infinite. This phenomenon usually goes under the name of longtime tails. 19, 34, 35 It is difficult to derive starting from the original quantum Hamiltonian: indeed, QMC and conventional quantum Boltzmann approaches, just like leading order holography, do not see such an effect. In the case of QMC, this is because data is only available for |ω| ≥ 2πT . Notwithstanding, we do not expect this small-frequency, classical feature to significantly modify the frequency dependence of σ beyond |ω| T and the associated QNM spectrum. This claim is further justified by our estimates in the Supplement.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown how the AdS/CFT correspondence can be used in a concrete fashion in conjunction with high precision QMC simulations to shed light on the quantum dynamics of correlated QCPs. We have illustrated our point by examining the charge conductivity of the conformal QCP of the Bose-Hubbard model in two spatial dimensions. A holographically derived conductivity was employed to perform the analytic continuation of large-scale QMC data, allowing us to obtain the universal scaling function for the conductivity σ(ω/T ). In doing so, we established the particle-like nature of the charge response, as well as the spectrum of (quasinormal) charge excitations, which play the role of "quasiparticles" in strongly correlated systems.
A validation of our procedure was that the fitting parameter γ was within the range allowed by holography 23 (see also the Supplement). We also note that we rescaled the ω/T axis of the holographic theory by α = 0.35 to fit the data: this suggests that holographic description of CFTs with small symmetry groups require significant quantum renormalizations of the T scale of the dynamics, relative to the T scale determining thermodynamics. We emphasize that our results are experimentally relevant, for example for the Mott transition of bosonic cold atoms in a optical lattice, which has been recently realized. [4] [5] [6] Measurements of the optical conductivity near the QCP could be made in such systems in the near future and confronted with our predictions. Although we have restricted ourselves to the analysis of the conductivity, one can consider other correlation functions such as those involving the complex order parameter field. Further, it would be of great interest to examine other models, such as the conformal QCP of the O(N ) model for N > 2, with the case N = 3 being of particular physical relevance, and see how the results compare with the N = 2 case discussed here. More generally, our work has initiated a quantitative confrontation between holographic theories and realistic condensed matter systems, and has wide scope for extensions.
METHODS
The simulations of the quantum rotor model are performed on L × L lattices at a dimensionless inverse temperature βU with a fixed small discretization of the temporal axis ∆τ = 0.1. We have checked that our results are not affected by the finite ∆τ . In contrast, the simulations for the Villain model are performed on L × L × L τ lattices with L τ playing the role of βU and with an effective hopping strength called, K, taking the place of t/U . Typically more than 10 9 Monte
Carlo steps are performed for each simulation. Both of these models allow for very efficient directed Monte Carlo sampling, 36, 37 and as a result, we can study systems with up to 320 × 320 sites with illustration of how the QCP is detected in the simulations Fig. 6(a) shows data for the quantum rotor model with a 80 × 80 lattice at a fixed βU = 80 as the QCP is traversed by varying t/U from the insulating (blue) through the quantum critical (green) to the superfluid (red) regimes. The data clearly shows the characteristic "separatrix" often seen in experiments on the superconductor to insulator transition in two dimensions.
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While the location of the QCP is known 14, 36, 39, 40 for the Villain model, K c = 0.3330671(5), we have determined the location of the QCP with excellent accuracy for the quantum rotor model as is shown in Fig. 6(b) . Finite-size scaling predicts that the stiffness ρ and compressibility χ should scale as 1/L at the QCP if β/L is kept fixed. Plots of Lρ and Lχ should then show a clear crossing at the QCP as clearly evident in Fig. 6(b) . A more refined analysis including corrections to scaling determines our final estimate of the location of the QCP, (t/U ) c = 0.17437(1) (see Supplement). Author contributions E.S.S. performed the large scale simulations. All authors contributed equally to the analysis of the data and writing of the manuscript.
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Appendix A: Quantum Monte Carlo
Our starting point for the QMC calculations is the quantum rotor model defined in terms of phases θ r living on the sites, r, of a two-dimensional square lattice:
is usually identified with the angular momentum of the quantum rotor at site r, which is the canonical conjugate of θ r , but it can also be viewed as the deviation from an average (integer) particle number and this model is therefore in the same universality class as the Bose Hubbard model, Eq. (1) in the main text. U then plays the role of the on-site repulsive interactions hindering large deviations from the mean particle number and t is the hopping between nearest neighbor sites. Finally, we include a chemical potential µ and we see that µ = 0 corresponds to the case of integer filling, the case we focus on here.
If a standard Trotter decomposition where the imaginary time, β, is divided into M time slices of size ∆τ = β/M is performed, it can be shown that the partition function can be written in terms of an integer-valued current J = (J x , J y , J τ ) with J τ the angular momentum (or particle number) in the following manner:
with I J the modified Bessel function of the first kind, of order J. Here the denotes the fact that the summation over J is constrained to divergence-less configurations making the summation over the integer valued currents highly non-trivial to perform. Fortunately, this problem can be resolved using advanced directed Monte Carlo techniques.
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The closely related Villain model arises by approximating the cos θ term by a sum of periodic Gaussians centered at 2πm: exp(t∆τ cos(θ)) exp(t∆τ ) m exp(− 1 2 t∆τ (θ − 2πm)
2 ), preserving the periodicity of the Hamiltonian in θ. Employing this simplification leads to the Villain model:
Here L τ takes the place of the dimensionless inverse temperature βU and varying K is analogous to varying t/U in the quantum rotor model. Also in this case is the summation over J constrained to divergence-less configurations.
For both models it turns out that the frequency dependent conductivity in units of the quantum of conductance σ Q = (e * ) 2 /h (for carriers of charge e * ) can be calculated by evaluating
which is dimensionless in d = 2. Here n is an integer labeling the Matsubara frequency ω n .
As mentioned above, we can interpret J τ as the particle number. We then find for the total particle number, N :
where M is the number of (imaginary) time slices. With n = N /L d , the particle number per site, it follows that the compressibility for the quantum rotor model, χ, is given by
Similarly, the stiffness for the quantum rotor model is given by
We note that, in the simulations the temperature is measured in units of U , so that one typically evaluates χU and ρ/U . Analogous expressions for ρ and χ are well known for the Villain model.
have been performed with µ = 0. Both the quantum rotor and Villain models belong to the (2+1)D XY critical universality class. This can be confirmed by calculating the correlation length exponent, ν, defined through the divergence of the correlation length ξ ∼ δ −ν where δ is the distance to the QCP. High precision estimates for the Villain model 36 have found ν = 0.670 (3) and, by a direct evaluation of Lρ at (t/U ) c , we here estimate it to be ν = 0.678 (8) for the quantum rotor model in excellent agreement. Both results are in good accordance with recent high-precision estimates 41 for the 3D XY model.
When simulating quantum systems one is confronted with the fact that the correlation length in the temporal direction, ξ τ could diverge differently than the spatial correlation length, ξ. This defines the dynamical critical exponent, z, through ξ τ ∼ ξ z . For the (2+1)D XY universality class we have z = 1. However, even though the two length scales ξ and ξ τ diverge in the same manner as the QCP is approached they could still be quite different. This means that standard finite-size scaling forms which constrain finite size corrections to be a function of a single argument L/ξ now, close to the QCP, has to have two arguments L/ξ and β/ξ τ since β is the effective extent of the temporal direction. Often it is more convenient instead of these two arguments to use the equivalent arguments δL 1/ν and βL −z . Finite size scaling then predicts 3,14 that for ρ and χ:
Here, δ is the distance to the critical point andρ,χ are universal functions. In our case z = 1, d = 2 and we see that Lρ and Lχ are universal and independent of L at the QCP if βL −z is kept constant. This fact is exploited in Fig. 2b of the main text to determine the location of the QCP for the quantum rotor model where curves for different L are plotted at fixed βL −z showing a well defined crossing at the QCP when (t/U ) is varied. If one analyzes the data in Fig. 2b of the main text very carefully one realizes that the curves for different L do not cross exactly in a single point. Instead, the crossing between data for size L and L seem to shift to progressively higher values of t/U as L is increased. This is a well-known effect due to corrections to the scaling forms Eq. A8 and as L becomes large enough the crossings eventually converge to a single point. Assuming that these corrections to scaling have a power-law form it is possible to correct for them. 42 Our results are shown in Fig. 7 
with n the Matsubara index and a, b constants determined in the fit. The corrections arise from the leading irrelevant operator at the QCP with scaling dimension w. 44, 45 Leaving w a free parameter in our fits we find w = 0.877 (2) . As a consistency check we have verified that it is possible to obtain largely identical results for the final T → 0 extrapolated conductivity by assuming an exponential form of the corrections
In this case we obtain good fits with w = 0.887(3) and a, b fitted constants. For the QR model several irrelevant operators are present, however, we are still able to extrapolate our data assuming a very similar power-law form for the corrections. small 32,47 and large 27 frequencies are known, and allow us to write down an approximate form:
where η φ = 8/(3π 2 N ) is the leading order correction to the anomalous dimension of the rotor field.
The first term corresponds to the broadening 32,47 of the delta-function into a Lorentzian, with σ 0 ∝ N and τ ∝ N/T (for the prefactors, see Ref. 12) . The factor in front of σ II ensures that the conductivity matches the known 1/N result 27 for Re σ(∞). Performing the integral for σ * using Eq. (B2) yields σ * /σ Q = 0.43, which lies much closer to the Monte Carlo results.
Appendix C: Conformal field theories
The CFT describing the QCP of the BHM is the Wilson-Fisher fixed point of the field theory with imaginary time action
where ψ is the superfluid order parameter, and the QCP is at some s = s c with a superfluid phase for s < s c and an insulator for s > s c . This CFT is not a gauge theory, and so it is not immediately clear 48 that it can be mapped onto a holographic dual on AdS 4 . However, it is known 49 that there is a particle-vortex dual of this CFT, and an alternative description is provided by the Abelian-Higgs CFT described by
where φ is the vortex creation operator, and A µ = (A τ , − → A ) is an emergent U(1) gauge field whose flux represent the particle current of the original BHM. Now the QCP is at some s = s c with the insulating phase present for s < s c , while the superfluid appears for s > s c . In this form, the QCP is indeed described by a deconfined conformal gauge theory, and so a suitable matrix large-N limit can be expected to holographically map onto a smooth AdS 4 geometry.
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The above interpretation is validated by the value of γ obtained by our analysis of the QMC data, which positive and just below the upper bound 23 of γ = 1/12. In Ref. 50 , γ was computed for the conformal gauge theory S φ using a vector large-N limit in which the field φ had N components: the leading order value for the particle current, µνλ ∂ ν A λ /(2π), was γ = 1/12.
One can ask whether ζ ∞ satisfies the bound Eq. (D3). However, our results Eq. (D2) suggest that this is not the case, since both the Monte Carlo and field theory values violate Eq. (D3). It can be easily shown that ζ ∞ for the holographic theories with γ < 0 also violates the bound.
Mixed ratio
In the main body, we have defined the dimensionless ratio
which compares the total number degrees of freedom as measured by c V to the charge degrees of freedom (χ). Partially repeating the results found in the main body: 
The last value is in fact W = (3/2)(4π/3) 3 ≈ 110. As N → ∞, W → ∞ for the O(N ) model since c V ∼ N whereas χ ∼ N 0 ; this is in contrast to the superconformal-Yang-Mills CFT mentioned above, although both are "large-N " theories. We mention en passant that W could potentially be bounded from below since one expects the total number degrees of freedom to exceed the charge carrying ones. This is in line with a suggestion 51 that was put forward for the ratio ηe 2 /(σT 2 ), where η is the shear viscosity.
W for the superfluid-insulator transition differs by more than an order of magnitude from that of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Such a discrepancy is not very surprising as different conformal fixed points need not have a comparable number of charge degrees of freedom relative to the total number. In contrast, the ratio ζ ∞ studied in the previous subsection measures the ratio of central charges within the charge sector, and such a quantity is expected to vary less between different (correlated) conformal fixed points.
At the superfluid-insulator QCP
We estimate the strength of the long-time tail contribution to the conductivity, which we call δσ ltt , for the CFT describing the superfluid-insulator QCP. A general expression that can be used to estimate δσ ltt is given in Ref. 35 ; it is obtained by considering thermal fluctuations about 2+1D relativistic hydrodynamics. It reads
where χ, D are the compressibility (charge susceptibility) and diffusion constants, respectively, while w = + p is the enthalpy density, which is proportional to the entropy density, s: w = sT . γ η = η/w is the shear viscosity normalized by w, so that γ η = η/(sT ). Finally, Λ represents the cutoff beyond which the hydrodynamic description ceases to apply, i.e. Λ ∼ T . The extra factor of 2π comes from σ Q and setting = 1. The expression simplifies to
We have determined the value of the ratio W = c V /(k B T χ) for the quantum rotor model as discussed in the main text and have found W = 6.2. We can estimate the diffusion constant using the Einstein relation D = σ(0)/χ = 0.47/(2π × 0.339T ) = 0.22/T where we have used the values obtained from the simulations on the Villain model. We do not have an estimate for the ratio of the shear viscosity to the entropy density, as this quantity is difficult to compute using either QMC or field theoretic methods. We shall assume that it is slightly greater than the Kovtun-Son-Starinets bound 52 of 1/4π, say 1/2π, although multiplying this number by 2 or 1/2 does not lead to a big difference in the final answer. Combining all the numbers we obtain our final estimate:
This should be compared with σ(ω ∼ 0)/σ Q = 0.47 obtained from the fit to our simulations. For δσ ltt /σ Q to reach 0.47, it would require that |ω|/T ∼ 10 −2 , assuming Λ = T . We thus see that the long-time tail δσ ltt is potentially weak at the QCP under study, further justifying its neglect.
In holography
Long-time tails are suppressed in the large N c limit of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills CFTs with classical gravity duals. Let us take an example in two spatial dimensions with N = 8 supersymmetry introduced in Ref. 24 , and discussed above. For that gauge theory, which has gauge group SU(N c ) where N c is assumed to tend to infinity, we have χ, c V both of order N 
so that the long-time tails correction subleads the leading order term by N 3/2 c . It was shown 53 that incorporating 1/N c corrections, which correspond to quantum corrections in the dual AdS picture, one recovers the long-time tails described above.
In a holographic description which supplements that of the supersymmetric theories with higher order derivative terms, such as the γ-term used in the main body, the long-time tails also do not make their appearance. This is expected since such higher derivative corrections are classical rather than quantum.
